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/»-ADIC GAMMA FUNCTIONS AND DWORK COHOMOLOGY
BY

MAURIZIO BOYARSKY

Abstract. The relations of Gross and Koblitz between gauss sums and the />-adic

gamma function is reexamined from the point of view of Dwork's formulation of

p-adic cohomology. Some higher dimensional generalizations are proposed.

Introduction. Let q = pf, p =£ 2, d\(q — 1). Let 9 be a nontrivial additive char-

acter of Fq and let x be a character of F*/F*rf. The gauss sum

(*,X)=   2    0(x)x(x)

has recently been described by B. Gross and N. Koblitz (equation (5.13) below) as

a product of values Tp(i/d) assumed at certain rational numbers by the />-adic

gamma function studied by Morita [5].

Some time ago [1, §4b] Dwork had associated certain constant matrix

coefficients py with sums of the form 2^eF. 9(xd) and noted their relation to gauss

sums. In a subsequent article [2, §6k] he made explicit the relation between the

gauss sum (9, x) and the pj (cf. (4.4) below).

In the present article we give the relation ((5.12)) between the pj and the values

of the r function and this shows the consistency of the two formulas. In the

process we shall obtain some known properties of the r -function. In §7 we give

the cohomologic interpretation of the beta function and in §8 we give the multi-

plication formula for Tp. In that section we mention some previously unpublished

identities involving gauss sums and give the reader the task of verifying them on

the basis of the Gross-Koblitz formula.

It is understood that when cohomology depends analytically upon a parameter

then the Frobenius operation will also "vary" analytically with the parameter (cf.

N. Katz, Séminaire Bourbaki (1971/72), exposé 409, Lecture Notes in Math., vol.

317, Springer, New York, pp. 167-200). The present article gives a one-dimensional

example of the "principle" that when the cohomology is parametrized say ration-

ally by a character then the Frobenius operation will vary continuously with the

character.

We briefly indicate a possible two dimensional example. The Sonine cohomology

for /0(x) was explained by Dwork in [3, §1]. The corresponding cohomology for

Ja(x) with a E Zp n Q can be similarly formulated. It should depend essentially
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only upon a mod Z (cf. equation (6.3) below). Denoting this space by VIX a (instead

of just Wx as in [3, §2]) the inverse Frobenius should map Wx 0 into Wx, ao) where

/>a(1) = a mod Z. The matrix of this map relative to the obvious basis should vary

analytically with x and continuously with a.

Similar examples could be formulated in terms of the hypergeometric series

F(a, ß, y, x) using the Euler cohomology. Higher dimensional examples are sug-

gested by the work of S. Sperber (Duke Math. J. 44 (1977)) based on the integral

formulas of Erdelyi.

Similar problems may be posed for systems of ordinary linear differential

equations. Here the exponents at the singular points should play the role of

characters.

1. Monta gamma function. We recall some properties of r . For n E N we set

r>) = (-ir"ñ i (lo

It is known [5] that this extends to a continuous function on Zp, and Tp is defined

to be this extension. Hence by continuity one has the functional equation

r,(x+ l)/tp(x)*-l,        xEPZp,

= -x       xEPZp, (1.2)

and also

Tp(x)Tp(l-x) = (-l)'™ (1.3)

where l(x) is the representative of x mod/> in {1,2, ... ,p}. Equation (1.3) will be

explained in terms of duality (cf. (3.9), (6.12)).

2. Review of Dwork's notation [1, §4b]. Let m E Cp, tt'-1 - -p; let y_ be the

projection of formal Laurent series in X (with coefficients in Cp) onto

X - lCp[[X - ']] defined by linearity and

y_X" = X"    ify<0,

= 0   if v > 0.

Let

d_

dX'

D = E + <irdXd,        D* = y_ ° D,

and let K be the kernel of D* in X ~ xCp[[X ~ »]]. Then £.0_, is a basis of K

where

and (b)r = T(b + r)/T(b), T being the ordinary T-function. Let F(X) = exp m(Xp

— X) and we write

F{X)= f  ASX\ (2.2)
j-0

E = X—,       Dx = E - mdXd,
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where all the As E Qp(tr) and

OTdAs>s(p-l)/p2. (2.3)

We recall the operators <£, ̂ on Laurent series defined by linearity and

<*>(*") = X",

^(X') = X"'P    iip\v,

= 0   p\v.

We now recall the definition of the p.j. They are the matrix coefficients of the

endomorphism a* = y_F(Xd) ° <j> of K. Explicitly

«%* = ¡*£. (2-4)

where j' = minimal positive representative of pj mod d.

3. Review of duality. Let L be the ring of power series converging in disks of

center 0 and radii strictly greater than 1. Under the pairing

<£*, 0 = constant term of £*£, (3.1)

K is dual to XL/DXL. Under this pairing a* is dual to a, = \j/ ° F(Xd). Also

X, X2, ... , Xd~x is basis of XL/DXL dual to |f,..., £?_, and so by duality

axXf E UjXj + DXL. (3.2)

Applying axx = (l/F(Xd)) ° <j> (it is the inverse of a, in its action on the factor

space),

Xf E u.-Î-— X* mod DXL. (3.3)
J F(Xd) ' V     '

The desired dual relation involves L/DL. It is obtained by replacing X by
X(-l)l/d:

Xf E piejXJpF(Xd)    mod DL (3.4)

where e, = (-Xfpj-Md and so

»//-^-— JIT/ E ju,e,^    mod Z)L. (3.5)
/'(A"') °y V

For the gauss sum formula we will need the /-fold iterate of this formula. Under

the/-fold iteration of/' —»/, we must again obtain/'.

Now let/(,,/,, . . . ,jf_x be the mimmal residues mod d of/,/?/, . . . ,pf~ij. Then

[*°l^)XJ = $<>im)'XJ   m0dDL' (3,6)

By definition of §*,

D|/ = 7rrfAr''-^ (3.7)

while formally

(7-(Xd) o*).n--n» (F(Xd) ° <i>); (3.8)

applying this to |?, we calculate the left side using first (3.7) and then (3.4), while
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for the right side we use (2.4) followed by (3.7). We obtain

P = Wd-jtd-r (3-9)

4. Gauss sums in terms of the p¿. Let 9á\x) = exp 7r(x — xq). We define (0 < / <

d):

-gf[^{q-\))=     S_    X-«/**«-»^*), (4.1)

the sum being over the (q — 1) roots of unity in Cp. For x E ¥q, let Teich x be the

representative x of x in Cp which satisfies the equation xq — x = 0. The mapping

x H» Teich x r-> ¿^(Teich x) (4.2)

is an additive character of Fq and hence (4.1) defines a gauss sum.

It is known [2, §6k] that

4/xJ9f(Xd) = gf{jj(q - 1))^    mod DL. (4.3)

The left side of (4.3) may be written ty ° (F(Xd)yxyxJ and so by (3.6)

^¿<*-1>)-|?0** (4'4)

where j0,jx, . . . ,jf-X are the representatives mod d of j,pj, . . . ,pf~xj. This may be

referred to as Dwork's formula for gauss sums.

5. The Hj as values of Tp. Let/ and/' be as in equation (2.4). We write a = j/d,

a' = j'/d and in general if y is real number then < v> is defined by v = < v>

mod Z, 0 < <>»> < 1; thus a' = (pa}. We write C(a) = ju, (we make no assertion

at this point concerning u^ for d replaced by md, m E Z).

By comparing for (EN, the coefficients of \/Xj+'d on the two sides of (2.4) we

obtain

?(4)±-s.<(4)> «ft
the sum on the right being over all /% s > 0 such that -ds + jp + pdr = dt + /', i.e.

-s + (jp - j')/d + pr = t. Let /0 = (jp - j')/d and let t = t0 + pz, z EN, then

(5.1) becomes

^jb-iV^ (5-2)
With a, a', C(a) as defined above, equation (5.2) takes the form

1 °° 1
C{a)(a')to+pz =  2   ¿pr(<*)r+M—7+I (5-3)

where t0 = [pa] = pa — a'. But

T(a + r + z)      T(a + r + z) T(a + z)      . x . s       ,     .
(o)r+z = w  x- =     r,    .    v r<-  \      = (a + ¿)r(a)z     (5-4)

l(«) L(a + z) T(a)
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and now (5.3) becomes

C(a)(a'),0+P,-^ = l& G(a + z), (5.5)

where

G(a) = I   A¿&-. (5.6)
r = 0 "t

We will show that G(a) = Tp(pa) for all a E Zp. For the moment we note (by (2.3))

that

H*M^-í¿t)

(5.8)

and so G is analytic on 7>(0, 1 + e) if p > 3.

Putting z = 0 in (5.5) gives

C(a)(fl')»„/V° - G(a). (5.7)

Taking the ratio with (5.5) gives

(a')to+Pz    1        (q), G(q + z)

(a'),0    ^       tt*       G(fl)     •

Using equation (5.4),

(«')«„+/» = (a')'o(ö' + 'o)Pz = (a%(pa)Pz

and so from (5.8)

G(a + z)      (/><*)„     1

G(«) (a),   (_,)'• Py;

We write

(/>a)/>z = pajpa + !)••• (/>a + pz - 1)

(a), a(a + 1) • • • (a + z - 1)

(pa + \)(pa + 2) • • • (pa + pz)

(a + l)(a + 2) ■ ■ ■ (a + z)

taking the limit as a -» 0 (with z fixed in N, z > 0) and comparing with (5.9), we

obtain

G(z) = ^(^7 = r>z)- (510)

This shows that z i-> Tp(pz) extends to an analytic function D(0, 1 + e) for some

e > 0 (and can clearly be used to give a new demonstration of the results of §1).

From (5.7) we now have

C(a)(a%^-= Tp(pa). (5.11)
it'0

But

(a% = a'(a' + !)'• • • (a' +10 - I)
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and none of the factors is divisible by p (by definition of t). Hence by the

functional equation of Tp,

T(a' + t0)        ,      Y Apa)

Using this in (5.11) gives

C(a)(-\ya'<pa> = <tTpa-<pa>Tp((pa». (5.12)

This gives the relation between the fij and the values of 1^. The Gross-Koblitz

formula is obtained by substituting equation (5.12) in (4.4); explicitly let

J-(pf - 1) - c0 + cxp + • • • +cf_xPf-\

0 <c, <p,    i = 0, 1, . . .,/- 1,

then

/-i

A further consequence of (5.12) is that the duality formula (3.9) may be identified

with equation (1.3). Finally we observe that equations (5.10) shows that the right

side of (5.6) gives an interpolation series over the negative integers for Tp(pa) and

the coefficients are related to the coefficients of F(x) (cf. the article by D. Barsky,

On Morita's p-adic T function, Groupe d'Étude d'Analyse Ultramétrique, 1977/78,

IHP).

6.  Washnitzer-Monsky cohomology.  In  classical  analysis  one  represents  the

gamma function by the second eulerian integral,

T(z)= f°° e-'tz—,        Rez>0. (6.1)
J0 t

To obtain analagous results for Tp we follow the spirit of Dwork's explanation

[3, §1] of a cohomology for Bessel functions. As in §3, let L denote the space of

power series with coefficients in Cp which converge in disks of radii greater than

unity. We take the space of 0-forms, Q°, to consist of finite sums of terms Xa!-

exp trX, where a E Zp n Q and ¿EL (thus a typical 0-form would be (2"_ XX%)

exp 7rX where ax, . . . , a„ E Zp n Q and each £, E L). We define ß1 the space of

1-forms to be Q°dX/X. Our classes are elements of the factor space, Çlx/dSl°. Let u>a

denote the 1-form

<oa = Xa exp mX—r . (6.2)

Since aoa + tnoa+ x = d(X" exp trX) we conclude that if a = b mod Z then

(-TT)aœa/T(a) = (-rr)bœb/T(b)    mod dSl° (6.3)

(note that T, not Tp, appears in this relation).

We define the operator <b on £2° by

Xa£ exp vX -> Xpai(Xp )exp tt(Xp - X ) • exp ntX (6.4)
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and we extend this to 1-forms ijdX/X, tj E Í20, by

<t>(vdX/X) = <l>(v)^-. (6.5)

Note that <f> is a transformation of ß° into itself since exp it(Xp — X) E L. Let

r; E fi°, then ¿n = X(dr\/dX) • (dX/X) and it follows from (6.5) that

<t>(dn) - i*J*L(*|) - -4* - jj ,/(*,) (6.6)

and thus <f> acts on fi'/i/fi0. In particular, equation (3.5) is equivalent to

4<<oa)=    j^-t- «a,    modrfß0 (6.7)

where 0 < a < l, a E Q n Zp, a' = (pa}, t0 = pa - a' E Z.

7. Beta function. The analogue of the first eulerian integral,

TSX)T}yl = Ç t'-\\ - ty-1 dt       (Rex>0,Re.y >0) (7.1)
i (x + y)     ->o

is given by Davenport and Hasse [4] in terms of gauss sums. Let a, b E Q such that

neither a nor b nor a + b lie in Z. Suppose further that (q — \)a, (q — \)b both he

in Z. Then

SA'â,!)a)Su WT - -    2    fW*«)-*-»V*k,)-*-".       (7.2)
£/(W - l)(ö + b)) x+y-l

the sum being over all x, v 6FJ such that x + y = I. (Thus x = 0, 1 are ex-

cluded.) The left side of (7.2) may be written in terms of rp values by means of

(5.13).
Our object is to give a more immediate cohomological interpretation of the

Tp-analogue of the left side of (7.1). We use the ideas of §6 above extended to the

case of two variables. If ax, a2 are/j-integral rational numbers let

a'i = <pa¡y,        t¡ = pa¡ — a¡,       i = 1, 2,

and let

dX, A dX-,
<oai>a2 = X?X? exp tt(Xx + X2)      ^ - «„,(*,) A <*ai(X2).

Then by (6.7)

<tx¿a a —- a>„, „■    mod exact. (7.3)
^'^      Tp(a'x)rp(a'2)v'> + '>    +*

We now follow the classical proofs, writing wa in terms of new variables u,\x,X2:

Xx = u\x,       X2 = u\2, 1 = A, + X2.

We define

,   ,    I d\x d\2\
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and obtain

0>a„a2(X )  =  -C0ai + O2(M) A Ta„a2(A). (7.4)

We use (7.3) and (7.4) to calculate <KTa„aJ> me idea being to write the left side of
(7.3) as

<K"a„«2) = -*(««, +«,(")) A <t>(Ta¡,a2)-

The first factor -<p(ua +<¡) mav De computed from (6.7); i.e. let c be the minimal

representative mod Z of c = ax + a2 so by (6.3)

r(c) / _\(c-c)
w< = •*rc?J<-w>

and

,    ^ 1

r,(c')*r"

where c' = </>c> = </>c>, t3 = pc — c'. Combining these steps gives

+(«0 - *> • «» A (t-iä(A))* (7.5)

where

_   r(c) (-*)-'-*     „

*'      it*)    rp(c')   (-1}-

We now calculate the right side of (7.3) by means of (7.4). This gives

right side of (7.3) = K2ua,+a,(u) A f«^<X) (7.6)

where

K2=-l/(Tp(a'x)Tp(a'2)<*'>+'>).

Again by (6.3)

«•,+^1X4 + ad = aA-")C'-a''~a'2/T(c'). (7.7)

We now equate the right sides of (7.5) and (7.6) and use equation (7.7) to obtain

(W*»* s » t0': a'\ V^(A)    mod exact (7.8)

where Bp(a, b) = Tp(a)Tp(b)/Tp(a + 6) and

K(a\> a2) = A(a„ a2)k(a\, a2),

Kax,a2) = ^f\pe-^ + ̂ ,
1(c)

MC ) 1,(01 + a2)

Since c = <a, + a2}, ax, a2, a\, a2 E (0, 1), c' = <ai + a'-f). There are four possibili-

ties as indicated below.
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h(ax, a2) =1,        0 < a, + a2 < 1,

= —,—7-7T.        I <ax + a2<2,
p(ax + a2 - 1)

Í a\ + a'j = 1    mod »,
*(a¡, ai) - a, + «¿ -, 1, '       2

[ 1 < aj + a2 < 2,

= 1,       otherwise.

Equation (7.8) gives the cohomological interpretation of the p-adic beta function

Bp. The formula for the right side of (7.2) in terms of Bp values may be deduced

from the left side of (7.2) together with (5.13). It may also be deduced directly from

(7.8) by the methods of Washnitzer and Monsky.

8. Gauss's multiplication formula. (Gross-Koblitz). A proof of Gauss's formula

for T(nX)/Il"Zo T(X + i) by means of integration has been given by Dirichlet [0].

For this and other reasons a cohomological proof of the corresponding formula for

Tp could be anticipated. However, it seems easier to follow Sonine's proof [6] of the

classical equation which uses difference equations. In brief let n E N, p \ n :

^)=n'rJ^k(i). (8.1)

By the functional equation of T (X), we have

T(X + 1) TJX/n + 1)

where

hx(n) = 1    Hp\X,

= n    ifp\ X.

We deduce <f>„(X + 1) = (1 / hx(n))4>n(X) and hence, for X EN,

*„(*) = *ao) n1 -—
,=o   h¡(n)

and so

4>n(X) I   1 \X-l-{{X-\)/p]I  1 \X-\-\\X-\)/p\- U) <">
*»(0)

The equation is valid for all A' EN and hence may be extended by continuity to

Zp. Indeed, we may extend X \-+ [X/p] to Zp by writing X = X0 + Xxp + . . . ,

0 < X0<p, and setting [X/p] = Xx + pX2 +_The expression (l/n)x~lx/p] is

then well defined as being (1 /n)x°(l/nfp-xxx,+pX2+ • ). The important point is

that it is a continuous function of X E Zp.

To complete the formula we calculate <i>„(0) by means of (1.3) to be

♦„(0) = (-l)ATp(i)B (8.4)
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where

A =      S       KJ/n),
\<j<n/2

B = 0,        n odd,

= 1,        n even.

We note that Tp(\)2 = (-1)(^+1)/2 and so

r,(i)-±l, />iH-lmod4,

= ± V^T ,        = + 1 mod 4.

Tp(j) is fixed by this and the congruence Tp(\) = ((p — l)/2)!    mod/?.

The Gauss multiplication formula for Tp is given by (8.1), (8.3) and (8.4).

Remarks. (1) The results of §8 should be compared via (5.13) with the Hasse-

Davenport relation [4, equation (0.9)].

For b E Q, b(q - 1) E N, d\(q - 1) we have

%*((«- 'Hi+*))-cg'((g- l)db)% g'(lä("- »)

where c = (Teich d)(q~X)db.

(2) Our knowledge of r should be tested against other reported relations

involving gauss sums.

(i) For b E Q, b(q - 1) E N, n E N:

gf„(b(q" - 1)) - (gf(b(q - 1)))"        [4, (0.8)].

(ii) Let / be prime, let n — order of q in F* so (1, q, ... , q"~x) is a subgroup of

Ff of index e = (I — \)/n. Let /',, . . ., ie be integers which represent the factor

group. Let a E Q, a(<? — 1) E N; then

Cgf(la(q -   1)) •    J   gy^ij^f1)

= g/(a(<7 - 1)) • fi  g/n([a + ljyq" - 1))

where c = (Teich /)/a(<?_,) (Langlands, unpublished).

(iii) Let / be a prime, /|(? - 1). Let a E Q, a(<7 - 1) E N, a((? - 1)//) E N.

Then

= gy7((a+/)^-!-)        V/EN

where again c = (Teich l)'a(q — 1) (Dwork, also Langlands, unpublished).
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